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 And there is no way to reset the password. How can I remove the theft prevention? A: You've probably turned on the anti-theft features. On the phone, swipe to the left (or press) to open the screen, and then on the bottom right of the screen you will see a button that says "forgot password." Press it, it will ask you to input the lock screen password (if you have one). Enter that, and you should be able to
access your phone normally. This invention relates to a laminated board and a method of manufacturing the same. More specifically, this invention relates to a laminated board which is formed by laminating a plurality of rigid layer boards and a flexible layer board by utilizing ultrasonic waves and a method of manufacturing the same. In the conventional method of manufacturing a laminated board,

an adhesive is previously applied to a plurality of rigid layer boards. The rigid layer boards are then laminated together with the adhesive layer sandwiched therebetween and are pressed at a predetermined temperature to form a multilayered composite board. When the rigid layer boards are heated to a predetermined temperature, the adhesive is caused to melt by its own thermal expansion. A
conventional heat treatment method will be described below with reference to FIGS. 12 and 13. A plurality of rigid layer boards 2 each comprising a printed material layer 1 and an insulating layer 3 bonded to the printed material layer 1 are placed on a heater bed 7, which is a supporting surface. The heater bed 7 is disposed in a chamber 13, in which a heating chamber 17 is formed. The rigid layer

boards 2 are heated in a pressurized atmosphere in the chamber 13 while pressing the top and bottom surfaces of the rigid layer boards 2 against the heater bed 7. An adhesive applied to the bottom surfaces of the rigid layer boards 2 melts by thermal expansion and is thereby transferred to the top surfaces thereof and serves as a bonding layer. A plurality of laminated boards 8 are thus formed. A
flexible layer board 5 is stacked on the laminated boards 8 as shown in FIG. 12 and is pressed against the top surface of the laminated boards 8. The flexible layer board 5 is heated by a heater 4 and thereby softened. As a result, the laminated boards 8 and the flexible layer board 5 are bonded together at a plurality of contact points, and a multilayered composite board 6 is formed. FIGS. 14 to 16

illustrate a conventional method of 520fdb1ae7
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